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Schrödinger invariant generalized heat equations

by U. Niederer

Institut für Theoretische Physik der Universität Zürich, Schönberggasse 9, CH-8001 Zürich, Switzerland ')

(27. X. 1977)

Abstract. Invariance under the five-parameter Schrödinger group of coordinate transformations is
investigated in the context of the generalized heat equations u, — kuxx + F(u, ux) 0. There are four
classes of invariant equations, among them Burgers' equation and other nonlinear equations used in
fluid dynamics. The Schrödinger invariance is explained by the fact that all invariant equations can be
converted from the heat equation by simple transformations of u. A larger number of generalized heat
equations is shown to be invariant if a more general concept of Schrödinger invariance is used, and again
they are simple conversions of the heat equation. The use of the Schrödinger group in the search for solutions
to invariant equations is illustrated by two applications: first the similarity method is generalized to
arbitrary one-parameter subgroups and ordinary differential equations are obtained for the invariant
solutions, and then, Schrödinger transformations are applied to trivial solutions to produce new, non-
trivial solutions.

1. Introduction

It has been recognized some time ago [1] that the Schrödinger equation of the
free particle is invariant not only under the Galilei group but under a larger group of
coordinate transformations, the so-called Schrödinger group. More equations
exhibiting Schrödinger symmetry have since been found [2] and it is the purpose of
the present paper to increase their number by the inclusion of equations which are
generalizations of the heat equation. The heat equation itself is Schrödinger invariant
because it formally is a free particle Schrödinger equation with imaginary mass and
the results of [1] are valid whether or not the mass is real. Actually, the Schrödinger
invariance of the heat equation has been known for a long time as it was first observed
by S. Lie in 1882 [3]. The definition of the Schrödinger group and the implementation
of Schrödinger invariance for the heat equation are summarized in Appendix A.
For simplicity the discussion is restricted to one-dimensional space throughout.

The generalized heat equations considered in this paper are partial differential
equations of the form

u, - kuxx + F(u, ux) 0, (1.1)

where k is a real constant; (1.1) for F 0 is the heat equation. An equation (1.1) is
called Schrödinger invariant if, for each element g of the Schrödinger group, there

') Work supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation.
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exist companion functions fg(t, x) and hg(t, x), with fe= 1, he 0, such that the
function Fgu, defined by

(Pgu)(t, x) fg\jg- l(t, x)-]u\jg- \t, *)] + hjig- \t, *)], (1.2)

is a solution of (1.1) whenever u is a solution. The additive term hg in (1.2) is included
for greater flexibility; without it Schrödinger invariance would be restricted to
equations homogeneous in u and ux. Notice that^ is not a priori specified to be the

function^ for the heat equation, nor has it to be the same function for all generalized
heat equations. This in contrast to some recently published work [4] in which
symmetry breaking interactions are studied in the context of Schrödinger equations ;

in [4] the Schrödinger invariance, including the companion function fg, is required
to be that of the free particle. A further difference to [4] is that we allow F to depend
on ux as well as on u ; on the other hand we require F to have no explicit dependence
on the coordinates, a requirement which will be very crucial in the subsequent
analysis. Thus a direct comparison between the results of [4] and of the present work
is not possible. Our reason to use, as starting point, the heat equation rather than the
free particle Schrödinger equation is simply that some of the resulting equations (1.1)
are then recognized as equations of classical physics, notably of fluid dynamics.

The problem of finding all Schrödinger invariant generalized heat equations is
solved in Section 2 and Appendix B. The result is that there are four classes of
equations, with the functions F given by

Class 1: F k + cux,

Class2: F k + bux + cu2x, (c # 0)

u2
Class 3: F b(u + q) + cux + k(\ - X) — (X # 0) (1.3)

Class 4: F bux + cuux, (c # 0)

where k, b, c, q, X are arbitrary constants. All of these equations are more or less

frequently used in fluid dynamics and we just quote some examples. The one-
dimensionalNavier-Stokes equation with homogeneous pressure is either an equation
of Class 4 with u the velocity or an equation of Class 2 with u the velocity potential.
An equation of Class 2 may be used to describe the burning of gas in a rocket [5, 6].
The Class 4 equation with b 0 is well known in the literature as Burgers' equation
[6, 7, 8] ; it has been used time and again and is very popular as a model equation
because it is the simplest equation combining dissipation (—kuxx) and nonlinear
propagation (u, + cuux).

The joint Schrödinger invariance of all equations of the Classes (1.3) naturally
leads to the question whether there is any deeper relation between these equations.
An affirmative answer is suggested by the existence of the Cole-Hopf transformation
[7, 9] which reduces Burgers' equation to the heat equation. A systematic analysis
indeed shows that the equations of all four classes can be obtained from the heat
equation by a simple transformation of the solutions u; such transformations, to
distinguish them from Schrödinger transformations, will be called conversions in the
following. In Section 3, all equations of type (1.1) which are obtained from the heat
equation by conversions not involving derivatives are determined, and it is shown that
those for which the Schrödinger invariance inherited from the heat equation has the
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form (1.2) are exactly the equations of the Classes 1-3. The equations of Class 4 are
related to the heat equation through conversions involving the first derivative ux.

In Section 4 the conversion formulas are used to calculate the companion
functions fg and hg for each of the four classes. We then discuss the nature of the
Schrödinger action (1.2) and show that F, in general, is a projective realization of the
Schrödinger group ; in some cases, F is a true realization or is a representation. The
realizations F commute with the conversions from the heat equation. The conversion '
formulas, the functions/, and hg, and the factor systems of the projective realizations
are collected at the end of Section 4.

Up to now we have restricted Schrödinger invariance to linear actions of the
form (1.2). However, since already non-homogeneity has been allowed to enter (1.2)
through the term hg, there is no reason why more general actions should not be
considered ; in fact, the conversion analysis of Section 3 indicates that there definitely
are generalized heat equations beyond (1.3) which are Schrödinger invariant only if
nonlinear actions are allowed. This problem is taken up in Section 5 where all
Schrödinger invariant generalized heat equations are determined for general action.
It is shown that they can be obtained from equations (1.3) by a simple transformation
of the variable u and thus are again convertible from the heat equation. The technical
details of this section are contained in Appendix C.

The purpose of the remaining two sections is to illustrate possible applications
of Schrödinger invariance to partial differential equations. To fix ideas we begin by
quoting W- F. Ames [6] : 'While there is no existing general theory for nonlinear partial
differential equations many special cases have yielded to appropriate changes of
variables. In fact transformations are perhaps the most powerful general analytic
tool currently available in this area'. These transformations, Ames continues, are
mainly of two types : (i) transformations of the dependent variables which reduce the
equation to a linear equation, (ii) transformations of the independent variables which
reduce the equation to an ordinary differential equation. In the present context the
transformations of the first type are what was called conversions in Section 3 ; they
reduce the generalized heat equations to the well known, linear heat equation.
Examples for transformations of the second type are provided by the similarity
method [10, 11] where solutions invariant under a one-parameter group of
transformations are expressed as functions of a similarity variable. The method is discussed
in Section 6 for general one-parameter subgroups of the Schrödinger group and
examples are given for selected subgroups. Finally, a third type of transformation is
considered in Section 7 where we illustrate how the Schrödinger invariance of the
heat equation can be used directly to find new solutions from old by applying arbitrary
Schrödinger transformations to the trivial constant solutions. The set of solutions
obtained in this way is then shown to be isomorphic, as a G-space, to the coordinate
space.

2. The generalized heat equations

Our goal is to find all functions F(u, ux) for which the generalized heat equations
(1.1) are invariant under the Schrödinger group, the Schrödinger action having the
linear form (1.2). Taking (1.2) at the point (f, jc') g(t, x) we may formulate the
invariance condition as

dt,(fu + h)-K dx,x.(fu + h) + Flfu + h, dx,(fu + h)-] 0, (2.1)
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where the subscripts g on/and h have been dropped. The derivations dt., dx., for the
Schrödinger transformation (A.2), are given by

ôt. d2 dt + d(yx + ya - ôv) ôx, dx, ddx. (2.2)

Inserting (2.2) into (2.1) and replacing, for the solution u of (1.1), ut by kuxx - F(u, ux)
we obtain the invariance condition

d\f + ht) + d(yx + ya- ôv)(fux + fxu + hx) - k d2(2fxux + fxxu + hxx)

-d2fF(u, ux) + Flfu + h, d(fux + fxu + AJ] 0. (2.3)

It must hold for all elements of the Schrödinger group and for all functions u.
Rather than attempt to solve the invariance condition in its global form (2.3),

we solve it for infinitesimal Schrödinger transformations. To find the infinitesimal
form of (2.3), we write the generic infinitesimal element of the Schrödinger group and
the corresponding companion functions as

1 + ea eß \ \
ea, ev f(t, x) 1 + ecp(t, x),

ey I — eaJ J *

hg(t, x) ex(t, x). (2.4)

Condition (2.3) then takes its infinitesimal form

((pu + x)Fu + i(q> + yt - a)ux + (pxu + XJPUx i<P + ^yt - 2a)F

+ (2tccpx - yx + v)ux + (Kcpxx - q>t)u + kxxx - x„ (2.5)

where Fu dF/du, FUx dF/dUx. Condition (2.5) is a quasilinear first-order partial
differential equation for F and it can be solved by standard methods [12] even
though its coefficients contain the unknown functions (p and z- However, the general
solution F of (2.5) will usually depend on (t, x) and we then have to impose the
requirement that F should not explicitly depend on (t, x), i.e. Ft Fx 0 at
constant u and ux.

The analysis of (2.5) entails a cumbersome enumeration of various cases and is
therefore deferred to an appendix (B); the result are the four classes (1.3) of solutions
F. Inserting these functions, F, into the global invariance condition (2.3) we may
determine the companion functions, fg and hg, either directly or through differential
equations ; they are given for each class at the end of Section 4 where they will be
derived by a simpler method. As a final check it is straightforward to verify that the
quantities F, fg, hg satisfy condition (2.3). The only reason for solving (2.5) is to
show that the set of functions Fin (1.3) is exhaustive.

3. Conversion from the heat equation

In this section it is shown that all generalized heat equations of the classes (1.3)
are conversions from the heat equation itself, i.e. they are obtained from the heat
equation by a transformation of the dependent variable u. The following definition
is used : the equation

ut - kuxx + F(u, ux) 0 (3.1)
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is said to be convertible from the heat equation if there exists a function 0(/, x ; w, wx)
such that u 0 is a solution of (3.1) whenever w is a solution of the heat equation;
the conversion is called zero order or first order according to the occurrence of wx
in 0.

We begin with zero order conversions and we want to find all equations of the
form (3.1) which are zero order convertible from the heat equation. Assuming 0 to
be inverüble with respect to w we write w A(t, x; u) and applying the heat equation
to w we obtain equation (3.1) with

F (At- kAxx - 2kuxAxu - ku2Auu)/Au, (3.2)

where A„ A^ denote the derivatives with respect to the explicit it, x)-dependence. For
arbitrary A the function F of (3.2) will in general explicitly depend on it, x) and the
next requirement is thus Ft Fx 0, i.e.

A„(A„ - KAtxx - 2kuxA,xu - Ku2xAtuu) Ar„(A( - kA^ - 2kuxAxu - ku2xAJ

(3.3)

and a similar condition for the x-derivative. Since A is independent of ux we may
compare the coefficients of different powers in ux and extract the conditions

'^¦u'\xu '\u'*-xw '^-u'^xxu ^Vjcu> VV- V

A„(A„ - KAtxx) A„(At - kAxx), A„(Ar;c - kAxxx) AX„(A( - kAxx).

The first pair of these conditions implies that A is of the form

A B(t, x) + C(t, x)S(u), (3.5)

where S is an arbitrary nonconstant function, and the remaining conditions (3.4) are
then differential equations for the functions B and C:

CC(( C( CCjj Cx LC,j C(CX,

C(B„ - KBtxx) Ct(Bt - kBxx), C(Btx - kBxxx) Cx(Bt - kBxx). (3.6)

They are solved by

C kx É.* + *3*, Bt - kBxx cC, (3.7)

where kx # 0, k2, k3, c are arbitrary constants. Using a slightly different notation for
the constants of integration we may summarize the result as follows :

Lemma. All equations (3.1) which are zero order converts from the heat equation
wt — kwxx 0 are given by

F(u, ux) Q(u) + bux + R(u)u2x, (3.8)

w B(t, x) + C(t, x)S(u), u 5"M- ~ B\ (3.9)
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where

Q(u) (c + aS)/S', R(u) -kS"/S',

C(t, x) k exp
b2\ b

'

aW~2^ (3.10)

S(u) is an arbitrary function with S' # 0, B(t, x) is any function satisfying

B, - kBxx cC, (3.11)

and a, b, c, k # 0 are arbitrary constants.

We next investigate how the Schrödinger invariance of the heat equation is
converted into the corresponding invariance of the equation (3.1). For any function
m, given in terms of a solution w of the heat equation by u &(t, x ; w), we may
define a Schrödinger transformed function Fgu by

(7»(f, x) ®[_t, x; (Fgw)(t, x)], (3.12)

and if u satisfies (3.1) then so will Fgu, For the conversion 0 given by (3.9) the
Schrödinger action (3.12) can be written as

(Fgu)[g(t, x)] S-lÙg(t, x)S(u(t, x)) + hg(t, x)], (3.13)

where fg and hg are defined by

?(,*),- C<*'*> f(tx) ~hjtx)=^x)BiUx)~BMt'X)l (3 14)J*t,X) C[g(t,x)]î^Xh h°{t'X) C[g(t,x)2
{ }

and fg is the companion function (A.6) of the heat equation. In (1.2) the Schrödinger
action Fg was restricted to be linear and we now ask which of the functions F(u, ux)
of the lemma will admit of the linear action (1.2). The condition clearly is that there
exist functions fg, hg such that

fgS(u) + ~hg S(fgu + hg) (3.15)

for all Schrödinger transformations g. It is sufficient to consider boosts; deriving
(3.15) with respect to boosts v at g e we obtain the differential equation

axS(u) + a2 (bxu + b2)S'(u), (3.16)

where ax dfg/ôv, a2 dhg/dv, bx dfg/dv, b2 dhg/dv, at g e. The solutions
of (3.16) are different according as bx does or does not vanish. If bx 9e 0 then S is of
the form

S (u + qf (X # 0), (3.17)

where some constants have been absorbed in the constants a and c of (3.10), For
X 1 this S leads to an equation of Class 1 or 3. For X # 1 insertion of (3.17) into
(3.15) gives the conditions

f9=fiIX, hg q(fg-i), hg 0. (3.18)

(3.14) then implies

B[g(t,x)-] =fog(t,x)B(t,x), (3.19)

and this condition can be satisfied for all g only if B 0. Hence the constant c in
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(3.11) vanishes and (3.8) leads to an equation of Class 3. If bx 0 the function S is
of the form

S eA" (X # 0), (3.20)

and similar considerations as in the previous case lead to equations of Class 2. We
may thus summarize our analysis of zero order conversions as follows :

Theorem. Fhe equations (3.1) which are zero order convertible from the heat
equation and for which the Schrödinger action is of the linear form (1.2) are exactly
the generalized heat equations of the Classes 1-3 o/(1.3).

The equations (3.1, 3.8) with the nonlinear Schrödinger action (3.13) will be
further discussed in Section 5 and we now turn to first-order conversions. It is

possible to determine all equations (3.1) which are first-order convertible from the
heat equation but, since u &(t, x; w, wx) is no longer algebraically invertible, the
analysis is more complicated than in the zero order case and we confine ourselves
to give the conversions for the equations of Class 4. It is easily seen that the functions

2k wv b
u= - -- (3.21)

c w c

satisfy the equation

ut — kuxx + bux + cuux 0 (3.22)

for all solutions w of the heat equation. The generalized heat equations of Class 4

are thus first-order converts of the heat equation. For b 0(3.22) is Burgers' equation
and the conversion (3.21) is well known under the name ofCole-Hopf transformation
[7, 9]. The Schrödinger action is defined by

2k (Fgw)x

F„wFgu= —7Y~~ - - (3.23)

and is of the linear form (1.2).

4. The Schrödinger action

In Appendix A we have seen that the Schrödinger actions for the heat equation
form a projective representation of the Schrödinger group on the vector space of
solutions. The projective representation cannot be lifted to a true representation
since lifting is already impossible for the Galilei subgroup [13]. Most of the generalized
heat equations (1.3) are nonlinear, or nonhomogeneous, and their solutions do not
form a linear space, thus F will no longer be a representation of the Schrödinger
group. However, Fg still sends solutions into solutions hence the set of all solutions
is a G-space and F may be called a realization of the Schrödinger group on this
G-space. Again the realization is projective, i.e. it satisfies

iTg2(Fgiu))(t, x) co(g2, gx)iFg2giu)it, x) + %2, gx ; t, x), (4.1)

with co and 9 given below.
The summary at the end of this section contains, for each class separately, (i)

the conversion formula, i.e. the relation between solutions w of the heat equation and
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solutions u of the generalized heat equations, (ii) the companion functions fg and hg,
and (iii) the quantities co and 9 characterizing the projective realization (4.1). The
functions fg and hg are determined by conversion from / of (A.6), which means
that the slight degree of freedom left by the invariance condition (2.3) is thereby
fixed. This determination of/s and hg has the advantage that conversion (w—» u,
Fgw -* FgU) and Schrödinger action (w —? Tgw, u —> Fgu) commute. The quantities
co and 9 can be calculated either by conversion or directly from the given fg and hg

by using (A.7, A.8, A.9), and the respective results agree; i(g2, gx) is defined in (A. 10).
Notice that co 1 and 9 0 for the equations of Class 4, hence the map F is a

homomorphism of the Schrödinger group and thus a true realization. Ifthe generalized
heat equation is linear and homogeneous (Class 1 for k 0 and Class 3 for X 1,

q 0), then hg 9 0 and J is a (projective) representation on the vector space of
solutions.

Summary : Schrödinger symmetry of generalized heat equations

Class 1: F k + cUv

u exp
c c
1-t + w~xAk 2k

w — kt,

fg(t, x) (yt + ô)1'2 exp jl Ag(t, x) + - [* - g(ty\ - £ [x - #(x)]J,
(4

Air, x) fc[rm x) - g(t)l

<o(g2, gx) exp
1

Ak
Cidi, 9i) 9(g2, gx ; t, x) ktlco(g2, gx) - 1].

Class 2: F k + bux + cux (c # 0)

u= -*lnw- (k-—jt-—x, fgit,x)=l,
K

Tc'
1

Ac'hjt, x) -—In (yt + 5)- —Ag(t, x) + k - — [_t - g(t)] + — [x - #(x)],
b2

Ac

b_

Te'

i
(o(g2,gi)= 1, &igz,gp,t,x) --^Ç(g2,gx). (4.3)

C/flS5 5: F 2>(u + ^r) + cu* + k(1 - A)m^/(m + q) (X # 0)

m exp 4)c/l/ 2kX
w1,x — q,

fg(t,x) (yt + ^/^exp tL^(r,x) +(b + ~\t - g(ty\

hg(t,x) qifg(t,x) - l],
2kX

[x - g(x)~]
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(o(g2, gx) exp AkX
C(g2,9i)

9(g2, gx;t, x) q[_co(g2, gx) - 1].

Class 4: F bux + cuux (c # 0)

2k h> b

(4.4)

u — -
c w

fg(t, x) yt + ô, hg(t, x) — [yx + ya - ôv + b - (yt + §)b~\, (4.5)

(o(£l2, 9i)= 1. %2> #i ;',*) o.

5. General Schrödinger actions

Hitherto the Schrödinger actions were restricted to the linear form (1.2) and
we now generalize (1.2) by letting the right-hand side be an arbitrary function of
g, t, x, and u; more precisely, we allow actions of the form

(Fgu)(t, x) Q[g;g^(t, x); u(g~\t, x))], Qu # 0, (5.1)

with Q u for g e. The problem is to find all functions F(u, ux) for which the
generalized heat equations (1.1) are Schrödinger invariant with the action (5.1).

We first present a simple example of a nonlinear Schrödinger action. Let
i/f, — Kij/xx + F0(\j/, i//x) 0 be a generalized heat equation with F0 selected from
among the functions (1.3) and define u S~l(\j/) where S is any invertible function.
Then u satisfies the generalized heat equation

KUr + F(u, ux) 0, F(u, ux)
1

S'(u)
F0[S(u),uxS'(u)-]-k

S"(u)
S'(u)

'

(5.2)

and the equation is Schrödinger invariant with the action

(Fgu)(t,x) S-1[_(Fgm,x)l
S- \fg(g- \t, x))S(u(g- \t, x))) + hg(g~ \t, x))], (5.3)

where fg and hg are the companion functions belonging to F0. An action of this type
has already been encountered in (3.13) for zero order converts of the heat equation
and, in fact, all zero order converts of the lemma in Section 3 are contained in (5.2)
if F0 runs through Classes 1-3 of (1.3). If F0 in (5.2) is of Class 4 then

F(u, ux) [b + cSiu)~\ux K
S"(u)
S'(u)

ur

and there exists the first-order conversion

2k wx b

c w c
u S~

(5.4)

(5.5)
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Thus all generalized heat equations (5.2) are convertible from the heat equation.
Returning to the general problem we proceed exactly as in Section 2 and obtain

the invariance condition

d2Qt + d(yx + ya- èv)iuxQu + Qx) - Kd2iu2xQuu + 2uxQxu + Qxx)

- d2Fiu, ux)Qu + F\Q, diuxQu + ÔJ] 0, (5.6)

where Q Q[g; t, x; u{t, x)]; (5.6) is the generalization of (2.3). The analysis of (5.6)
is rather long-winded and is sketched in Appendix C. The result is that equations (5.2),
with F0 running through all classes of (1.3), already exhaustively describe all
Schrödinger invariant generalized heat equations with the general action (5.1). The
actions necessarily have the form (5.3) and the equations are all connected to the
equations of the Classes (1.3) through the transformation u S~li\j/) and are thus
convertible from the heat equation.

6. The similarity method

The similarity method has its origin in hydrodynamics [10] where, say, the
Navier-Stokes equation is invariant under an appropriate scaling of the involved
quantities. The method is by no means restricted to scale transformations and in the
present section we apply it to the one-parameter subgroups of the Schrödinger
group. Our approach is through the concept of invariant solutions.

Let a one-parameter subgroup H of the Schrödinger group be parametrized by
the additive parameter s. We replace the coordinates (/, x) by variables (r/, p) which
are better adapted to Hin that n is invariant under Hand p has a simple transformation
behaviour,

s: in, p) -^ gsin, p) in,P + s) Q/s e H). (6.1)

n is called an absolute invariant or a similarity variable and its importance lies in the
fact that any function satisfying S[gsit, *)] Sit, x) for all ^ e H has the general
form S Sin). The variable p, though not necessary for the similarity method, will
be convenient later. It is usually not difficult to find a pair in, p) for given H and some
examples may be found below (6.9ff).

We first consider the heat equation w, — kwxx 0. A solution is called invariant,
or a similarity solution, with respect to the one-parameter subgroup H if it satisfies
the invariance condition

iFsw)it, x) s f[g; \t, x)]w[g; \t, x)] Bis)wit, x) Q/s e H), (6.2)

where f is given in (A.6). The constant factor B has to form a one-dimensional
projective representation of H,

Bis2)Bisx) cois2, sx)Bis2 + sx), (6.3)

where oo is the factor system of the heat equation. It is easy to see that all functions
which are invariant in the sense of (6.2) can be written in the form

wit, x) pit, x)Sin), (6-4).

where p P 0 is any fixed function satisfying (6.2) and S is arbitrary. If w is to be a
solution of the heat equation then Sin) must be determined from an ordinary
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differential equation obtained by insertion of (6.4) into the heat equation ; thus, for
solutions invariant under H, a partial differential equation is reduced to an ordinary
differential equation, and this is the very idea behind the similarity method. Our
next problem is to find the particular invariant function pit, x) and we claim that
it can be taken as

p(t,x) B-1(p-r)fp_r(n,r), (6.5)

where r is any real number and fp_riy\, r) is understood as/s(f, x) for p(t, x) r and
s p — r. The invariance condition (6.2) for p, written in the variables (n, p), is

fin, P - s)p(n, p - s) B(s)p(n, p), (6.6)

and is easily seen to be satisfied for (6.5) if one makes use of (6.3) and the relation

fil, P - s)fp-s-r(n, r) co(s, p - s - r )ff>-r(r\, r) (6.7)

obtained from (A.9). Once n and p are chosen for a given one-parameter subgroup
H all invariant solutions can be found in the form (6.4).

In the following, we list the results of the similarity method as applied to the
five most conspicuous one-parameter subgroups. In all five cases co 1 and thus the
(true) representation B has the form

B(s) tf, (6.8)

where p is some number. For each of the subgroups we give the one-parameter
transformations gs(t, x), a choice of the variables (n, p), the invariant solutions
w p(t, x)S(n) with p taken from (6.5) but sometimes modified by a function of rj,
and the ordinary differential equation for S(n).

Fime-translations :

gs(t, x) (t + s, x),

w e-»<S(n),

(n, p) (x, t),

kS" + pS 0. (6.9)

Space- translations :

gsiu x) (t, x + s),

w e xS(n),

(n, p) (t, x),

S" - Kp2S 0. (6.10)

Boosts:

s(t, x) (t,x + st),

(x + 2pK)2
w exp AkI

(n,p) (ur'x),

S(rj), 2nS' + S 0. (6.11)

Dilations:

gs(t, x) (e2st, Px),

w r(2"+1>/4jS07),

(r1,p) (t-1'2x,iint),
AkS" + 2nS' + i2p + \)S 0. (6.12)
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'Expansions':

gs(t, x)

w t 1/2 exp

1 + St 1 + St

ix - v)2

(n,p) (f^x, r1),

4k?
Sin), kS" + vS' 0 (v2 ApK). (6.13)

Class 1 C fo(5 - 1),

Class 2 B 1, C constant,

Class 3 C 9(5 - 1),

Class 4 5 1,C 0.

Invariant solutions for the generalized heat equations (1.3) can be obtained by
conversion from the heat equation but such solutions are generally no longer
invariant in the sense of (6.2). Rather they satisfy an invariance condition of the form

(7»(f, x) Bis)uit, x) + Cis; tx) Q/s e H), (6.14)

where B and C, as calculated by conversion, are restricted by the relations

(6.15)

These quantities are compatible with the requirement that the function Fsu of (6.14)
is, together with u, a solution of the corresponding generalized heat equation. Notice
that Class 4 is particularly interesting because B 1, C — 0 and thus all invariant
solutions are automatically absolutely invariant.

7. The orbit of trivial solutions

In this section we want to demonstrate the direct use of Schrödinger symmetry
in the search for solutions of a Schrödinger invariant equation. We mainly work with
the heat equation wt — kwxx 0. Applying the Schrödinger transformation (A.5)
to the trivial solutions w K constant we obtain the transformed solutions

iFgK)it, x) kJ K
— exp

y

" l / ô 2\— av v ]

Ak\ y )_
w*, i(t, x) (yPO),

where

a v
x -, Ç -,

y y
w*.«0 x) [Kit - x)'_r1/2exp

r (x-i)2~\
Ak(î - x)_

If y 0 (and thus a # 0) we have

(FgK)(t, x) kI1- exp {^~^ v w„(/, x) Y 0),
Ako.

(7.1)

(7.2)

(7.3)

where

" hS w»{t>x) 0KflH ~ iix (7.4)
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It can be shown that (7.3) is the limit of (7.1) as y —> 0; thus in the following the
functions (7.3) will be considered as special cases of thefunctions (7.1). The point
to be made here is that by applying a Schrödinger transformation to the trivial
solutions we have obtained the solution wzi which is probably the single most
important solution of the heat equation.

We next apply a Schrödinger transformation to wt j, itself and obtain, after a

straightforward calculation, the result

iFgwzJit, x) iyx + ô)~ %(x, Ç)wgM), (7.5)

where g(x, Ç) is the same transformation (A.2) as for the coordinates. Let <t>z ^ denote
the set of all multiples of the solution wt {and Q {cDT 4| x, Ç real}. What was shown
above is, (i) that Q is closed under Schrödinger transformations because the factor
(yx + S)~' fgift, E) in (7.5) is a constant, (ii) that each Ot>4 is generated from the
trivial solutions by (7.1) and thus Q. is the Schrödinger orbit of the trivial solutions,
and (iii) that the set Q, as a G-space, is isomorphic to the coordinate space.

The preceding analysis can easily be extended to the generalized heat equations
by conversion. As an example we only consider the somewhat exceptional case of
the Class 4 equations. The analog of wt 4

is

I x - S b
"t, i(t, x) - (7.6)

c t — x c

which is obtained either by conversion from wzi or by applying T to the trivial
solution u constant. The Schrödinger transformations of ut are given by

*Xj «,(t.0 (7.7)

without any additional factors. Thus the set of solutions uTi is the orbit of the
trivial solutions and is isomorphic to coordinate space. The absence of any factors
in (7.7) and the isomorphism of coordinate space to the set of solutions uzA rather
than the set of multiples of some kind are related to the fact, mentioned in Section 4,
that the equations of Class 4 permit a true, as opposed to projective, realization of the
Schrödinger group.

Appendix A : The Schrödinger group

The elements of the one-dimensional Schrödinger group G are denoted by

g ((" ß\ a, v\ (a ß\ e SL(2, Ut), a e IR, v e R, (A.l)

and defined by the coordinate transformations

/at + ß x + vt + a\
g : (t, x) -» g(t, x) ~—^, — • (A.2)

\yt + o yt + 3 j
The group is a 5-parameter Lie group and may be considered as a generalized
Galilei group with the time-translations replaced by the 3-parameter group SL(2, IR)
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of projective transformations. Product and inverse are given by

9s 92gi¦

9' 9 X:

«2 ß2\{<*i ßi ax + ôxa2 + ßxv2,

v3 vx + axv2 + yxa2,
(A.3)

(A.4)

'«3 ßi

^3 hj \y2 s2J\yi ö2/

/a' ß'\-(a ^V1 a'=-aa + ßv,

Y' & \y ô) v' — àv + ya.

The heat equation ut — kuxx 0 is invariant under the Schrödinger group in
the sense that for each solution u and each g e G there exists a transformed solution
Fgu defined by

(Tgu)(t, x) fg[_g- \t, x)-]u[g- \t, x)], (A.5)

where fg is given by

_1
fg(t,x)= K(0]1/2exp

Ak Aft, x) dg(t) yt + Ô,

A (x + vt + a)2
A (t, x)= y —— 2t;x - v(vt + a). (A.6)

yt + Ö

(The condition that Fgu be a solution determines^ up to a constant ; such a constant
has been inserted in the definition (A.6) as compared to the definition of fg in [1].)

The functions (A.6) satisfy the relations

dgil9x(t)idgi(t) dgigi(t), (A.7)

AgA\gx(t, x)] + Agi(t, x) Agigi(t, x) + t,(g2, gx (A.8)
1

fg2Lgi(t, x)~]fgi(t, x) exp Ak
Cig2, gx) /«.,('. *)' (A.9)

where Ç is given by

Cig2,gx) -ccxaxv2 + ßxvxv2 - yxaxa2 + ô1v1a2. (A.10)

The quantity exp Ç/Ak has all the properties of a factor system [13]. The operators
F themselves satisfy the relation

T,J» exP ~^i92,gi) (A.ll)

and thus they constitute a projective representation of the Schrödinger group.

Appendix B : The differential equation for F

We solve the differential equation (2.5) for the function F(u,ux) with Ft Fx 0.
Since the functions q>(t, x) and x({, x) are not known we have to distinguish several
cases. Throughout this appendix the notation y u, z ux is used.

Case 1: (p p 0.

Equation (2.5) can be written as

(y + q)Fy + [A(y + q) + Bz + C\FZ DF + Eiy + q) + Gz + H, (B.l)
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B=\ +p, C=qx,

2k(px — yx + v

q --- h
(P

P
yt — a

(P

» A
(P

D 1 + 2p, E K(Pxx -
(p

(pt

H Mxx - It + 2-Wx
9x
(p

G
<P

(B.2)

The characteristic equations of the differential equation (B.l), with parameter s, are

dy dz

Js=y+q, -Is
Bz + Aiy + q) + C,

— DF + Eiy + q) + Gz + H, (B.3)
ds

the first of which is solved by

n y + q es. (B.4)

The solution of the characteristic equation for z is different according as B does or
does not vanish.

Case I.I: q> # — yt + a.
In this case B p 0 and the second equation (B.3) is solved by

z kx eBs - - P - -, (B.5)
P B

where kx is the constant of integration. A first integral, i.e. a function constant along
characteristic curves, is therefore given by

x r,-B(z + ln+Çj. (B.6)

To solve the third characteristic equation, we again have to distinguish between
D # 0 and D 0.

Case PI.1: tp p -2(j/ - a).
The characteristic equation for F is solved by

AG+pE G CG H
F k^n" —-= w z (B.7)21 2p2 '

p pD D v '
Thus k2 is another first integral and the general solution of (B.l) is

AG + pE G CG H
~V n ~pZ pD D

F nD<Hx) - V2 r"?-
D^r ^

AG - pE G
B CG - BH _flD<S>ix) + —~^— n - - nBx + — » (B.8)

2p p BD
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where <t> is an arbitrary function. Of course, once this solution is known we may
easily verify it by replacing (y, z) by the new variables in, x), using (B.8) with O
<S>in, x) as an Ansatz, and inserting (B.8) into (B.l) to obtain <t>v 0.

The solutions (B.8) will in general, through their coefficients, depend on x)
and we have to impose the further conditions Ft Fx 0. Thus

'AG - pE\

+

+

Qx

0 Fx Dx In n + D — nD<& + //DOx + nDxx$z +
2p2

nBx
AG - pE
~^P2

CG - BH
BD

Bxln» + jS-)i ¦ + n~B

A C

(B.9)

A\ A (C
v\f)r-pq'+Y*

and similarly for F, 0. Condition (B.9) must hold for any values of (r/, t); in
particular, the coefficient of In n must vanish, hence

Pt(xOt - 2$) Px(rOx - 2<D) 0, (B.10)

and we have to distinguish as to whether p is constant or not.

Case 1.1.1.1: p p constant.
The differential equation (B.10) has the general solution

<P a(/, x)t2. CB.ll)

Inserting (B.ll) into (B.9) and collecting the terms quadratic in x we obtain the
conditions

a constant,

For a 0 we have

CG H
~p~D~D

aqx aqt 0.

F Yf
2p2 (AG + pE)

AG + pE G
x y z.

2p2 y
p

If a # 0 then a is constant, C H 0, and

_ (2fl^ - G)A -pE/ 2aA - G zF — iy + q) + z + a
2p2 y + q

(B.12)

(B.13)

(B.14)

The remainder of (B.9) is the condition that the coefficients in (B.13) and (B.14)
are constants. In particular, the condition that (2ül4 — G)/p is constant implies
(a — K)(pxx + y 0 and thus a # k. Since we are not so much interested in the
auxiliary functions cp and z we end the analysis here. The two solutions (B.13) and
(B.14), with a p k, cover Classes 1 and 3 of (1.3).

Case 1.1.1.2: p constant (#0).
Condition (B.9) now reads
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C* C* V
q2j>+iQ + qxn2p(D<S> - BxQ>z) + -£ np®z ^np+1x - -^rjB p 2p

E CJj iCG)r Hx
qr — + 0. (B.15)

2pHx pB BD D y '
Comparing the various powers of n one finally obtains the general solution

F bz + cyz ic P 0), (B.16)

where b and c are constants. This is Class 4 of (1.3).

Case 1.1.2: cp — 2(yt — a).
With 0 0 the characteristic equation for F is easily solved and the general

solution of (B.l) is

F O(t) + 2Gn1/2x + En + (H-2CG) In n,

x t]-i/2iz + 2C). (B.17)

Since E — y/iyt — a) neither vanishes nor is ^-independent, the function F cannot
satisfy Ft 0 and we conclude that the present case has no solution.

Case 1.2: cp —yt + o.
The characteristic equations for z and F are

% C, ^- -F+ Er, + Gz + H, (B.18)
ds ds

and the general solution of (B.l) is

F tj-^ix) + Gx + $En + CGlnn + H - CG,

x z - Cìnn. (B.19)

As in the previous case, we conclude that there is no /-independent solution F.

Case 2: cp 0, z # 0

The differential equation (2.5) can be written as

Fy + (Az + B)FZ 2AF + Cz + D, (B.20)

where

A=y-^^, B ^, C -yX + V, D K1™ - *'• (B.21)111 1

The general solution has the form

C AD + BC B\
-7Z ttt-2—' T e~Ay (z+-A 2A2 V AJ

The requirement Ft Fx 0 then leads, after a short analysis, to the solutions

F= k + bz + cz2 (cP 0), (B.23)

which cover Class 2 of (1.3).

F e2A"Q>(x) --tz- J —, x e-A* [ z + ")¦ (B.22)
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Case 3: cp x — 0.
The differential equation (2.5) is

zFz 2F- qz, a -(yx - v)/(yt - a) (B.24)

and has no solution for (t, x)-independent F.

Appendix C : Schrödinger invariance with general action

We want to prove that all generalized heat equations which are Schrödinger
invariant with the general action (5.1) are of the form (5.2). Applying the invariance
condition (5.6) to the infinitesimal Schrödinger transformations (2.4) with the
corresponding action

Q[g;t, x;u] u + sR[t, x;u] (CA)

we obtain the infinitesimal invariance condition

RFU + [(/?„ + yt - a)ux + RY\FUx

(Ru + 2yt - 2o)F + k(u2xRuu + 2uxRxu + Rxx) - (yx - v)ux - Rt, (C.2)

which is the analog of (2.5) and goes into (2.5) for R cpu + x-
The first step in the proof consists in showing that R must necessarily be of the

form

R[_t, x;d] t(p(t, x)S(u) + x(t, x)-]/S'(u), (C.3)

where the function S does not explicitly depend on (/, x). We frequently use the
following lemma: The general solution of the differential equation

Ru + P(u)R q>it, x) (C.4)

is (C.3) where S is any function with S"/S' P and x(t, x) is arbitrary. If F is a

polynomial in ux of at most degree two, it is easily seen that the terms of (C.2)
proportional to w2 imply a relation of the form (C.4) and thus (C.3) holds. We
therefore assume that F is not quadratic in ux and, by deriving (C.2) three times
with respect to ux, we obtain the differential equation

Lu + (A + Bux)LUx + C 0, (C.5)

where L In d3F/dux and

Rx „, pu + yt - ° „, ^ 2Ru + yt - o
A(t,x;u) -^, B(t,x;u)=-^ r- C(t,x;u)= " '

K K K

(C.6)

(R 0 is excluded by the x-dependence of the term yxux in (C.2)). IfB is independent
of (t, x) the relation (C.4) and thus (C.3) holds, hence we assume that B, and Bx do
not both vanish. (C.5) then implies

LUx -2 ft, ' (C-7)
A + Bu^
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where the caret (") denotes partial differentiation with respect to one of the variables
(t, x) for which È # 0, and where LUx 0 has been used. Inserting (C.7) into (C.5)
and invoking the integrability condition LUUx LUxU we find that C/È is independent
of u, thus

C XÈ, (C.8)

where X may yet depend on (t, x). The latter, however, is impossible if LUx in (C.7)
is to be (/, x)-independent. Integrating (C.8), we have

C XB+ k(u), (C.9)

where X is a constant and k is an arbitrary function. (C.9) is a relation of the form
(C.4) and thus R is given by (C.3). This completes the first step of the analysis of
(C.2).

The second step consists in showing that the invariance condition (C.2) can be
brought into the invariance condition (2.5) by a transformation ofu, ux, F. Indeed,
using (C.3) in (C.2) and defining the quantities

y S(u), z S'ux, F0 S'F + kS"u2x, (CIO)

we obtain the invariance condition

((py + x)F0y + l((p + yt - a)z + cpxy + zj^oz
(cp + 2yt - 2a)F0 + (2kçx - yx + v)z + (kçxx - (pt)y + kxxx - x„ (CH)

which is the condition (2.5) except that (u, ux, F) in (2.5) are now replaced by
(y, z, F0) of (CIO). Since S is a function of »alone, the transformations (CIO) do not
introduce any new explicit (/, x)-dependence, thus the solving of the differential
equation (Cll) proceeds exactly as in Appendix B and the solutions are the same.

The outcome of the foregoing analysis is that the most general solutions of
condition (C.2) are

Hu, ux) -^-r {F0[_Siu), S'iu)Ux] - kS"ìu)u2x}, (C.12)
S (u)

where S in an arbitrary function with S' =£ 0 and F0 is any one of the functions (1.3).
This concludes the proof.
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